Anesthetic Challenges in the Management of Intracranial Aneurysm Clipping in a Patient with Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
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Abstract
Aneurysmal surgeries are high-risk procedures due to potential for occurrence of fatal perioperative complications. This risk is exaggerated in the presence of co-existing hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). It involves asymmetrical hypertrophy of left ventricle with mitral valve dysfunction, leading to left ventricular outflow tract obstruction. Various perioperative factors may precipitate this obstruction resulting in life-threatening consequences. We report the management of a patient with HCM undergoing anterior communicating artery aneurysm clipping and discuss the anesthetic concerns. Comprehensive approach with careful drug selection, vigilant monitoring, and preparedness for complications enabled patient safety and a good neurological outcome.
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Introduction
Anesthesia for intracranial aneurysm surgeries is challenging due to complications such as hemorrhage, vasospasm, cerebral ischemia, and cardiac dysfunction.¹ This risk increases manifold in the presence of a coexistent cardiac disorder such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), which may precipitate life-threatening complications such as arrhythmias, congestive heart failure (CHF) and even death.² Anesthetic management of such high-risk comorbidities is troublesome and limited literature is available in this context.³,⁴

We describe the perioperative management of a patient with HCM undergoing emergency anterior communicating artery (ACOM) aneurysm clipping and discuss the pertinent anesthetic concerns.

Case Report
A 45-year-old, 50 kg, female presented with a history of severe headache for 2 days followed by altered sensorium. She had no other significant history suggesting cardiac or other comorbidities. On evaluation, she was drowsy but responsive to commands (Glasgow coma scale–E3V5M6) and no neurological deficits. Computed tomography revealed subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) in the anterior interhemispheric fissure (size<1 mm) and ACOM aneurysm on angiography. Blood investigations, electrocardiogram, and chest X-ray were normal. Two-dimensional echocardiogram revealed coincidental features of HCM with basal septal hypertrophy, systolic anterior motion (SAM) of anterior mitral valve leaflet, moderate diastolic dysfunction, and ejection fraction 60%.
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Patient was posted for emergency craniotomy and aneurysmal clipping within 6 hours of presentation under high-risk consent. Intravenous maintenance fluid at 80 mL/h was started preoperatively. Operative room readiness was ensured with pressure bags, vasopressors (phenylephrine, noradrenaline), availability of blood products, and defibrillator. Standard neurosurgical monitoring along with arterial blood pressure (ABP) was instituted. Her heart rate (HR) was 80 bpm and ABP was 156/94 mm Hg. Dexmedetomidine infusion was started at 0.6 µg/kg/h; no bolus was given. After 20 minutes, general anesthesia was induced with 1 mg midazolam, 100 µg fentanyl, 200 mg thiopentone, and 6 mg vecuronium; postinduction vitals remained stable with ABP: 128/84 mm Hg and HR: 86 bpm. Controlled ventilation was initiated and right jugular vein was cannulated for central venous pressure (CVP) monitoring. Baseline CVP of 8 cmH₂O and pulse pressure variation (PPV) of 6 were recorded. Anesthesia was maintained with sevoflurane (2%), vecuronium infusion (0.1mg/kg/h), and fentanyl boluses (2µg/kg hourly). Dexmedetomidine infusion (0.3–0.6µg/kg/h) and intravenous fluid were titrated to maintain target hemodynamics (HR: 60–70 bpm, BP: 120–140/80–90 mm Hg, CVP: 8–10 cmH₂O, PPV: 4–6). Single permanent clip was placed with temporary clipping time of 45 seconds. The intraoperative period was uneventful with no cardiac or neurological complications. On completion of surgery, dexmedetomidine infusion was stopped and anesthesia was reversed. Trachea was extubated with no cough, emetic, painful, or hypertensive stress response. Nimodipine infusion (0.5mg/hour) was started along with noradrenaline infusion (0.05µg/kg/min) keeping systolic BP around 150 to 160 mm Hg. Intravenous fluid was titrated to maintain CVP of 6 to 8 cmH₂O and urine output of 0.5 mL/kg/h. Postoperative cardiac consultation and echocardiography were unremarkable. Further stay was uneventful and patient was discharged on 12th day after surgery.

Discussion

HCM is a genetic cardiac disorder with a prevalence of 0.2%. However, only 0.03% of patients are symptomatic and majority are diagnosed incidentally as in our case. It involves asymmetrical hypertrophy of left ventricle (LV) with or without SAM of mitral valve leading to mechanical or dynamic left ventricular outflow tract obstruction (LVOTO). The hypertrophied LV results in diastolic dysfunction, atrial fibrillation, CHF and death. Patients are often managed medically using negative inotropic agents such as beta-blockers, calcium channel blockers, and disopyramide. The aim of treatment is to reduce or eliminate the LVOT gradient, ultimately reducing incidence of dynamic obstruction and fatal dysrhythmias. Other invasive methods of management are alcohol septal ablation of selective septal coronary branches and surgical myomectomy. Up to 60% higher incidence of perioperative cardiac events and 4.2% higher mortality have been reported in patients with HCM undergoing noncardiac surgeries than their matched controls. In a patient with SAH due to ruptured aneurysm and HCM, a thorough preoperative history and physical examination should aim to rule out arrhythmia and CHF. Arrhythmia/myocardial dysfunction due to HCM should be differentiated from SAH-induced changes and optimized. Beta-blockers or calcium channel blockers should be started ideally a month or at least a week before surgery to achieve optimum hemodynamics with a target HR of 55 to 70 bpm. This might not always be possible due to incidental diagnosis and emergent surgery as in our case. Premedication with chronotropic agents such as atropine and glycopyrrolate should be avoided. Preoperative fluids should be slow and titrated to optimize intravascular volume while avoiding CHF.

Various perioperative factors such as tachycardia, Valsalva maneuver, laryngoscopy, intubation, decrease in preload and afterload, and inotropic or chronotropic agents might precipitate LVOTO in HCM leading to hemodynamic complications. Thus, maintenance of sinus rhythm with target HR 60 to 70 bpm, careful drug titration, and goal-directed fluid therapy are essential. Vasopressors that relieve dynamic LVOTO such as phenylephrine and noradrenaline are recommended in HCM, while inotropes such as dopamine, dobutamine, epinephrine, and isoproterenol that worsen LVOTO should be avoided. Vigilant monitoring with ABP, CVP, PPV, blood loss, and urine output should be instituted for quick action on hypotension and other adverse events. Transesophageal echocardiography is considered ideal to check for LV filling and LVOTO. However, its availability and skill among anesthetists remain a limitation. Strict postoperative vigilance for rebleeding, vasospasm, or cardiac decompensation is essential. Nimodipine infusion after aneurysmal surgeries for prevention of vasospasm may lead to hypotension. This can be avoided by coadministering vasopressors that maintain afterload and prevent LVOTO. Phosphodiesterase-3 inhibitors for vasospasm are not suitable in HCM because of their inotropic and vasodilating properties. Intra-arterial verapamil, papaverine, or balloon angioplasty should be preferred instead.

One major consideration in HCM is prevention of sympathetic stimulation due to laryngoscopy, intubation, or surgical incision. This is also beneficial for aneurysmal procedures so as to prevent rupture or rebleeding. Choice of drugs to mitigate this stress response in HCM is limited. Dexmedetomidine has emerged as an excellent anesthetic adjuvant for aneurysmal surgeries due to its ability to attenuate stress response and maintain stable hemodynamics perioperatively. Its opioid sparing and antiemetic action ensures rapid yet smooth emergence from anesthesia allowing early assessment after neurosurgery. Its sympathetic, negative chronotropic, and antinociceptive properties prevent precipitation of LVOTO in HCM by decreasing tachycardic responses at critical points. Hypotension and bradycardia can be prevented by skipping the loading dose. Single case series documents use of dexmedetomidine in two pediatric patients with HCM undergoing noncardiac surgery. Its use in adults with HCM undergoing aneurysmal surgery has not been reported yet, making our case first of a kind.

Thus, intracranial aneurysm in patients with HCM entails unique anesthetic challenge that can be overcome by...
meticulous planning, strict vigilance, and careful drug selection. Dexmedetomidine has proven to be a useful anesthetic adjuvant in the presence of such coexisting disorders.
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